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In olalm P-38217, a band of andetitlo rooks Is extended aa font
A-2 between two rhyolltio zones R-2 and R-3. Fault F-l, previously Inter* 
preted, is extended through the northweaternmost corner of this olala* 

In claim J** 38222, two diabase dykes out through the rhorolltio 
cone R-3* and are interrupted by fault F*l* This fault is in turn dis 
placed by interpreted fault F-4 in a right-hand movement. F-4 trends In 
a northwesterly direction. To the east of cone R-3, an andesitio band in 
interpreted as Bone A-4* The western Unit of A*4 south of F-l ooinoides 
with F-4* To the north of F-l, a rhyolite-andesite oontaot is interpreted*

the ground magnetometer survey of part of the Godfrey I claim 
group, held by Dominion Gulf Company, has been extended to cover the two 
adjoining claims P-3^17 and p-38222. The first occupies the southeast 
quarter of the south half of Lot 9* and the second, the northeast quarter 
of the south half of Lot 8, both in Concession VI, Godfrey Township, Por 
cupine Mining Division, Ontario.

The existing grid eystea was extended to cover these two 'claims 
by cutting and chaining east-wet picket lines at 200 foot intervals and 
one north-south tie-line along the eastern boundary of Clala P-38222* 
The ground magnetometer coverage consisted of 50 foot readings along these 
lines* The instrument used is an Askania-Sohmidt-type vertical component 
magnetic balance, having a sensitivity of about 20 gaimas per scale divi 
sion, A total of 39? new stations were read over 3*76 miles of chained 
picket lines, an average of 104 stations per line-mile*



The eurvey vaa made by F. H. Faulkner, assisted by M* Stevart
t

during the aonth of April, 1956. A preliminary draft was aede In the 
field* and the data were later oheokad, reprocessed and interpreted by 
the Dominion Oulf Company etaff in toronto*

The results of this survey and the interpretation of the feata 
are presented on the attached nap, at a aoale of l inch to 200 feet and 
with contour intervale of 100 gaanae*

No previous vork ha* been done on theee two olaims by Dominion 
CKilf Company, The adjoining olaime haw beon covered with a detailed 
geologioal survey and a ground magnetometer eurvey.by Company personnel* 
The O, D, M* nap of Godfrey Township (Map No. 1954*4) by H. Hogg presents 
inforaation on the regional geology of the area.

An anomalous sone trending north-south occupies the greater part 
of Olala P-38?17* It ia the extension of Zona A-J in Olaia P**82l6 ine 
rt lately to the south. This aone Is interpreted aa underlain by andesitio 
rooks which are known to outcrop along the southern boundary of P-3B216, 
the general etralghtness of this sone appears to oontradiot Hogg's suggested 
large scale S-ahaped fold in this locality, Iheee andesitio rock* li* 
between two eonea of rhyolites, labelled 11*2 and R-3.

Fault F-ly previously interpreted, ia seen ae a sharp sjagnetio 
lov cutting throu^i the anomalies of cone A-2 in A northeasterly direotion 
in the northwesternsiost corner of Olaisi P-38217*



In olain P-3822?, tvo diabaa* dyke*, D-4 and D^, trend Slightly 
vest of north through an area of low aagnetio intensities* fht area of 

lov magnetic intensities is the extension westward of tone B-3 of the 
previous survey, interpreted to bf underlain by rhyoUtio rooks. Diabase 

dyke D-4 ie out by fault F-l at the western boundary of this olaia. The 

picture at the intersection of F-l and D*5 is not altar nainly due to the 

laok of detailed data. However, toe negative values obtained on L 24 N, 

at 450 feet of the western boundary of the olalB nay be related to D*5 

in the sam way as a sinilor negative peak is found at the intersection 

of D*4 and F-l,

In the northwestern half of this claim, the magnetic base level 

is somewhat higher than in cone R-3p and shows a number of weak anomalies. 

Ibis area is labelled A*4 and is thought to be underlain by andesltio rooks* 

The western limit of zone A-4 appears to be off-set by a fault whioh cannot 

be extended southwastward except as F-l, thereby suggesting the presence 

of fault F*4* The off-set of F*l is also supported by geological evidence 
as napped by Hogg. The northwesterly trend of F-4 is suggested by a gap 
in diabase dyke D-A in olain N3S22? whioh was left unexplained in the 
previous report* The significance of the two anomalies en line 24+40 l* 

oannot be ascertained as they have been observed on one line only* Further 
work might indicate that they oonfira or deny the interpretation of fault 
F-4*

O, W, FatSBler*
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Mapt Dominion Gulf Company - Ground Magnetomter Survey * Godfrey X " 

Claims P-38217 and p-38222 - Soale l" to 200', Contour Internal 

100 gammas - July 27* 1956*

l* Donlnion Oulf Gonpany * Interpretation of Qround Hftgnetoaeter Dataf 

Godfrey I by C. V* Faessler - Septanber 20. 19551

2* Donlnion Gulf Company - Detailed Geology, Godfrey I. by A*K* Temple, 

August 25, 1955.

3. Ontario Department of Mines, Hap Ho, 1954-4 - Township of Godfrey, 

by N. Hogg, Soale l Inch to 1000 feet*
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SUMMARY

Godfrey I comprise eight claims Jooated in Lots 8 and 9* Concessions 

5 and 6, Godfrey Township. The present investigation covers claims nunbtred 

P-38217 and P-38222, The remaining six claims wero described in a geological 

report by A. K. Temple, dated August 25, 1955*

Exposed rocks on the two claims comprise two Kbewatin volcanic 

formations, andesite and rhyolite. The andesite occurs as fine grained, 

pillowed lava, and is fairly massive. The rhyolite is mostly very fine 

grained, highly siliceous and structureless. Locally the rhyolite is 

carbonatized and moderately schistose.

Pillow attitudes and the distribution of andesite and rhyolite 

exposures indicate that the formations trend southerly and that the tops 

of the flows face east.

Godfrey I is located about three-quarters of a mile distant from, 

and on the strike of G. Jareiesons copper-zinc deposit in the northwest 

quarter of the north half of Lot 9, Concession 6, Godfrey Township. However, 

an E.M. nurvey failed to reveal the presence of a conductor and there is no 

evidence of copper or sine mineralization on the rock exposurest

RECOMMENDATION

In order to obtain additional valuable information on the claims 

it will bo necessary to undertake a drilling programme. Available data 

does not seem to Justify this procedure. It is recommended, therefore, 

that the claims should bo dropped.
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INTRODUCTION

Godfrey I comprises eight claims in Lots 8 and 9, Lots 5 and 6, 

Godfrey Township. The claims are numbered P-38216, -17, -18, -19, -20, 

-21, -22, and -23. The present investigation deals with two claims 

numbered P-38217 and p-3822?, A geological report on the remaining 

claims was submitted by A. K. Temple on August 25, 1955.

The claims are about 12 miles distant from the town of Timmine 

and ore accessible from a good rood that passes through claim no. P-382?2,

Claitno no. P-3??17 and P*382?? were mapped by H. W. Hutchinson 

in May 1956, Outcrop locations are control! **i by K-W picket lines spaced 

at 200 foot, intervals.

In addition to the geological mapping, magnetometer and electro 

magnetic surveys were carried out in the spring of 1956.

A small stream flows northerly through the centre of claim no. 

P-38217, Outcrop areas on either side of the stream rise to a height of 

about 50 feet above the stream bad. Claim no, P-3822? is on the south 

flank of Mount Jamieson and is largely covered by gravel deposits,

of

Rhyolite 

Andesite
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f rnationa

The rhyolite is a fine to medium grained, light grey to dark gray 

rook. Flow structures are limited to occasional fragmental horizons. Quarts 

"eyes" are frequently present and comprise up to 30 percent of the rook mass. 

Sericitization and usually some carbonatization occur within the sheared zones.

The andesite is a fino grained, medium to dark green rook. It is 

exposed on oluiia no. P-38217 only. Pillow structures occur on most of the 

outcrops. Chlorite is moderately developed an a result of regional meta 

morphism*

STRUCTURE

Pillow structures in the andesite and the distribution of andesite 

and rhyolite exposures indicate that tho formations trend southerly and that 

tho tops of the flows face east. The claims are located near the bottom 

contact zone of a thick series of rhyolitio flows that extend one mile or 

morn to the east. The andosite on claim no. P-38217 occupies a band about 

1,000 to 1,500 feet in width between thn thick serins of rhyolite flows to 

the east and a narrow band of rhyolite to the west. Variations in the 

attitude of the andealtn indicates minor cross folding with axes trending 

southeasterly. On 0. D. M. map no. 1954-4 a southeasterly trending anti 

clinal axis is shown paspin*: through claim no, P-3SP17.

Moderate ehearlng in the rhyolite strikes easterly to southeasterly. 

Shear planes are nearly vertical.

ECOMOMIC GF.OLOGY

The Godfrey I claims are on the projected southeasterly strike of 

G. Jumiesons copper-zinc deposit. This deposit occurs on claim no. P-27861
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about three-quarters of a mile distant from the claim group. Exposed 

mineralization on the claim group is limited to a little sparsely dis 

seminated pyrite.

ATTACWMTS

1. Dominion Gulf Conpany - Geological Map - Claims no. P-38217 and 

P-38222, Qodfrej' I - Base Map 42 A/123 - by R. Hutchinson, September 15, 

1956 - Scale l inch a 200 feet.

?. Rock Specimen Record Sheet - Godfrey I - Base Map 42 A/12S, 

To accompany map entitled "Geology of Claims no, P-33?17 and P-38222, 

Godfrey I" - by R. Hutchinson - dated September 15, 1956.

1.

REFERENCES

Ontario Department of Mines Map no.

2. Dominion Gulf Corapany - Detailed Geology - Godfrey I - Base 

Map 42 A/12S - Porcupine-Kirkland, Ontario, by A. K. Temple, 

25, 1955.
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SUMMAJ0

A ground Magnetometer survey over the Godfrey I claims held 

by Dominion Gull Company is presented. The following interpretation 

is wade, supporter by raagnetic data obtained froa an assessment map by 

Hollinger.

The country rock, rhyolite, contains two horizons of andesite 

labellea A-l auu A-2, trending slightly west of north. A third ande 

site horizon A-Ci is located in Claia P-3U223. The rhyolites are intrud 

ed by four diabase dykes, u-1, D-2, U-3 and D-4, the first throe named 

being known geologically. '
l '; \

Two faults or shear-zone, F-l and F-2, are interpreted to 

trend northeasterly. A third fault, F-3, is reported geologically. 

The geological interpretations, presented by N. Hogg and A. K. Temple, 

are shown to be incompatible with the magnetic data now available, but 

which they did not possess.

An electromagnetic survey is reco&iuonded, but it is also 

suggested that this survey be postponed until the dispute over some of 

the adjoining claims is settled.

INTRODUCTION

A ground magnetometer survey was c.ade over the Godfrey I 

clairu group held by Dominion Gulf Company. This claim group is compos 

ed of six claiius, numbered P-&J216, P-38216 to P-00221, inclusive, and 

P-30223. They are located in the Township of Godfrey, Porcupine Mining 

Division, Ontario, and occupy:

1) in Concession VI, the Stf quarter of the north half, and 

the NW and Srf quarters of the south half, of Lot ti, and the SW quarter 

of the south half of Lot 9; and
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2) in Concession V, the MY and NE quarters of the north 
half of Lot 9.

A rectangular grid system of chained picket lines was set up 
over this group, using the intersection of the lot line 0-9 and conces 
sion line V-V1 as the zero point. Base lines were run, at 0/00 from 
13/20S to 40/OON, and at 13/20K' from 0/00 N to 13/26N. Tie lines were 
established at the east and west boundaries of the claim group. The 
basic coverage consisted of 50-foot readings on 200-foot east-west 
lines over the whole of the survey. Intermediate 25-foot readings were 
obtained where strong magnetic gradients were encountered. Detail north- 
south and east-west lines were read where the magnetic data were ambig 
uous. The instrument used is an Askania Schuidt-type vertical compon 
ent magnetic balance, having a sensitivity of about 20 gamma s per scale 
division. A total of 1,473 stations were read over 14.11 uiles of 
chained picket lines, an average of 104 stations per line wile.

The survey was made by R. Hodgins, assisted by D. H. Peters, 
at various periods during the months of June, July and August, 1955. 
A preliminary draft was bade in the field, and the data were later 
checked, reprocessed and interpreted by the Dominion Gulf Company staff 
in Toronto.

The results of this survey and the interpretation of the data 
are presented on the attached map, at a scale of l inch to 200 feet, 
and with contour intervals of 100 gaiuicas.

Previous work on this claim group by Dominion Gulf Company 
consists of a detailed geological survey by A. K. Temple. He reports 
generally NNiV trending volcanic rocks, composed of two bands of rhyolite 
separated by a band of andesite, cut by roughly N-S diabase dykes of 
varying width.
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Additional information is obtained frost a magnetometer survey 

carried out and presented for assessment work by Hollinger. This older 
survey consisted of a coverage by 150-foot lines trending east-north 
easterly over the area between the present Claims P-36219 and P-38220, 
and by 300-foot lines to east and southeast of the claim group. The 
Hollinger data are not shown on the accompanying map, but reference 

will be (bade to that survey to support the present interpretation.

The recently released ODM map of Godfrey Township (Uap No. 

1954-4) by N. Hogg presents information on the regional geology of the 

area.

INTERPRETATION

Four diabase dykes are immediately recognizable by the long 
narrow anomalies with intensities up to 3,000 gammas, which they cause. 

Dykes D-l and U-2 in the western claims of the group were capped geol 

ogically by Temple and Hogg at the north boundary of Claim P-38219. 

Dyke D-3 was mapped by Temple at three places in claims P-36220 and 

P-36221. The Hollinger data extend this dyke southward for at least 
1/2 ttile, continuing its extension as assumed by Hogg. The easternmost 

dyke, D-4, is not capped geologically, and is seen only in short seg 

ments on this claim group. However, it is extended southward for at 

least 3/4 luile by the Hollinger data.

All four dykes present one marked discontinuity formed by a 

local negative peak which reaches an intensity of some 3,400 gammas 

below base level in the case of 0-3. The dyke, D-4, reveals a second 
discontinuity in east central Claim P-38223, but without the local 

intense negative peak.
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The discontinuities in the diabase dykes with their associated 

negative peaks are interpreted as being caused by faulting or shearing, 

as shown on the accompanying map. Froiu the present survey, no displace 

ment is noticeable, which would imply that the ends of each segment 

would be so near to each other that they would cancel each other's 

effect. It is suggested, therefore, that post-diabase movement occurred 

along fault P-l, which may be prc-diabaso, and that this movement was 

too s&all to cause any effective displacement but had for effect to 

shear the diabase. This shearing changed the magnetic characteristics 

of the diabase in such a way as to produce the negative peaks observed. 

Fault F-l is also substantiated by the Hollinger data, which will be 

discussed later in relation to the andesite bands.

On the eastern half of the group, the magnetics are quite 

reliefless, except for the diabase anomalies and the band labelled A-3. 

The area is known to bo underlain by rhyolites mapped by Temple and Hogg. 

Two anomalous zones are seen in the western three claios, and were label 
led A-l and A-ii. They are underlain by andositic lavas, and separated 

by a band of rhyolite, K~2. The bands A-l and A-2, and R-2, are par 

tially known, geologically, fcost of the anomalies composing zones A-l 

and A-2, conform to the trends of the zones, except one small S-shaped 

anomaly in Claiia P-38218, and another in Claip P-36219. Two possibili 

ties occur:

1) the individual horizons in the andesite are contorted as 

indicated by the roagnctic anomaly;

2) a lack of data between the lines surveyed permitted 

erroneous joining of high values on the two adjacent lines; in other 

words, the 'S-shaped anomaly should in reality be contoured as two sep 

arate anomalies "en echelon".
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The contortion of the individual horizons seems to be 

validated by observed discrepancies between some of the strikes noted 

by Temple and Hogg, and the magnetic trends, and by apparent discrep 

ancies between strikes noted by the Uvo geologists on the some outcrop. 

Furthermore, Temple, in his report, brings attention to the fact that 

bedding is very difficult to determine due to the impression of later 

foliation. The second hypothesis can bo proved or disproved only by 

going in the field and obtaining intermediate values.

The rhyolite band, H-i!, occupies a magnetic low, and is so 

interpreted by the presence of a rhyolite outcrop reported by Temple 

just east of the east central boundary of Claim P-36219. Its actual 

extent may bc smaller than shown, as not all r-agnetlc lows are necessarily 

underlain by that rock.

The andesite band, A-2, in Claim P-38216, appears to be less 

magnetic than band A-l. However, it gives rise to sorue very strong 

anomalies immediately north of Claim P-36216, according to the Hollinger 

data, and also is seen to widen out.

Both A-l and A-2 clearly indicate the location of F-1:A-1 by 

the abrupt termination of anomalies along its eastern contact; A-2, 

along its western contact, by the presence of a negative peak similar 

to those related to the diabase dykes, and by sharp discontinuities of 

the individual anomalies. No apparent, measurable displacement is in 

dicated tbagneticelly and, f or that reason, it is thought of as a shear 

zone with a width of possibly up to 200 feet, rather than a fault.

The interpreted fault, F-2, is not as clearly indicated os 

F-l. It does not appear to displace A-l, R~2 and A-2, to any signifi 

cant extent. However, significant changes occur in the magnetic picture
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of A-^T and A-2, across this fault. F-2 appears also to cut off tho 

zone A-3, and trends towards the gap in tho diabase dyke D-4. This 

gap luay be solely related to F~2, but more probably to the combination 
of F-*! and a northwesterly trending fault suggested by Hogg at 

approximately this location.

The andesite band A-3 is mapped geologically. Its southern 

contact is a fault (F-3) according to Temple and Hogg. Tewplo describes 

the fault plane as "ruarkod by a 3-foot zone of brecciated rock cemented 

by quartz".

According to Hogg, the structure of this area is a Z-shaped 

cross-fold in one andesite belt. Teraplc believes that the appearance 

of a cross-fold is produced by o IVNW fault across Claims P-3S219 and 

P-38220, which he ties to a carbonated zone in the latter. The present 

interpretation contradicts both of them. The Magnetic data show that 

no f wu]t could strike WNW where Teuple suggested, by the continuity of 

zone A-2. Similarly, no cross-folding of the tiiagnotic trends can be 

seen to correspond to Hogg's structure. The magnetics also show that 

the andesite extends southward through Claim P-36216, as zone A-2, while 
both geologists thought it to stop or swing at some distance north of 

Claim P-38216. The structure as indicated by the magnetic data, con 

sists therefore of two bands of andesite, A-l and A-2, trending in 

general, slightly west of north, in rhyolite, R-l, R-2 and R-3. Crosi- 

folding caay exist, but on a much smaller scale than indicated by Hogg. 

Cross-faulting and raainly cross-shearing exists also, but not where 

Temple suggested. The structure involved in Claim P-36223 is not clear 

due to lack of data over the surrounding area.
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RECOMMENDATION'S

The conclusions readied by A. K. Temple are identical to 

those reached by the present writer. The larger areas of rhyolite are 

not thought to be. of interest by theiuselvos. Tho two horizons of an 

desite, on strike with the Jamieson Cu-Zn showing, offer the greatest 

economic possibilities, which May or may not be enhanced by the two 

cross-cutting faults or shears, depending on whether they are pro- or 

post-ore.

Due to the nature of the Jamieson showing, an electric survey 

is recommended to help in determining the best possible locations for 

drilling. Such a survey way be electromagnetic in nature. However, 

due to the dispute now in existence over soue of tho adjoining claims, 

it is suggested that such work is postponed until tho matter is settled.

. W. Faessler 
CWFrbh 
Duplicate - Mr. Wyckoff

ATTACHMENTS

OGC Map - Ground Magnetometer Survey - Godfrey I ~ Scale l" - 200' - 
Contour Interval 100 gaiuwas - September l, 1955.

REF.ERKNCES

1. OGC Report - Detailed Geology - Godfrey I - A. K. Teiople - August
25, 1955.

2. ODM Map 1954-4 - Geology of Godfrey l Township - by N. Hogg.

3. Hollinger Assessment Map - Ground Magnetometer Survey (Hollinger 
Claims 26123 - 26131) - November 7, 1944,
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ABSTRACT

Godfrey l comprises six claims situated in Lots 8 and 9, 
Concessions V and VI, Godfrey Township. Four adjoining claims are 
at present under dispute.

The claim group is easily accessible by the Tiiaains- 
Kaaiskotia road.

Outcrop occupies approximately 20ft of the claim group. 
The principal rock exposed is rhyolite, outcropping both in the 
east and west of the group. The westerly rhyolite differs from the 
easterly rhyolite in having a more irregular texture and nuaerous 
irregular quartz segregations. The difference is considered to be 
a contact metamorphic effect due to proximity to granite outcropping 
in the west of Godfrey Township.

Andesite outcrops principally in the westerly claims. 
Pillowed andesite indicates extrusive origin, but massive types are 
probably intrusive. Massive andesite with pink albite porphyro 
blast* is considered to be o result of the partial granitisation of 
original andesite.

The outcrops of respectively quartz and feldspar rich rocks 
have been classified as porphyry, though the rocks way owe their 
origin to granitisation processes.

Four N~S trending diabase dykes were napped on or near the 
property.

The rocks strike approximately NNW and may be folded along 
minor NW trending fold axes. One WNW trending fault was mapped in 
the north of the property, and the possible existence of a second WNW 
trending fault passing through C loin* P-36219 was inferred.
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No mineral showings other than barren white quartz and minor 
pyrite occurrences were observed on the property.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The property was staked because of the location adjoining t 
and on strike of, the Jamieson Cu~Zn showing* Any extension of the 
Jamieson showing would probobly pass into Claim P-36217, at present 
under dispute.

The large area of rhyolite in the east of the property tends 
to eliminate that portion as being of direct interest. A similar 
consideration applies to the extreme west of the group.

In the writer's opinion, the four Claims P-36216 - 19 are of 
the highest interest because of the presence of an andesitic horizon, 
partly carbonated in the north, and because on strike of the Jamieson 
showing. It is recommended that further work be done on these four 
claims, preferably an E. M. survey.

Any further work carried out on the group should not be 
commenced until the claim dispute is settled.

INTRODUCTION'

Ten claims were staked in Lots 8 and 9, Concessions V and 
VI, Godfrey Township, by Do&iinion Gulf Company in September 1954.
Four of the claims were disputed by Broulan and the dispute is not ,yet

o,settled. The remaining six claims, P-38216, 36216 - 21, 36213, cons 
titute the present Godfrey I of Dominion Gulf Company; work has been 
carried out only on the six claims.

The property is easily accessible from the Tiunins-Kamitkotia 
road. The main base line crosses the highway.
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Previous work has been carried out on the claim group as 
follows:

1. A magnetometer survey covering the present Claims P-30216 - 21 
was carried out by the Hollinger and presented for assessment work. 
Coverage was given by ENE trending picket lines spaced at 300-foot 
intervals with some detail lines at 150-foot intervals. Diabase dykes 
form the prominent feature of the magnetics.
2. Trenching has been carried out on the property as indicated on the 
ac coup any ing laap. Trenching was done on quartz veins. A shallow 
shaft was sunk by G. Jamieson north of the northeast corner of Claiia 
P-36219,

3. The recently released ODM of Godfrey Township, No. 1954-4, on 
scale of l" - 1000*, shows outcrops of andesite, rhyolite and diabase 
on Godfrey I.

The present investigation was undertaken to map geologically 
the property using picket lines spaced at 200 feet for control. The 
work was carried out in July and early August 1955 by R. W. Hutchinson 
and A. K. Temple.

TOPOGRAPHY

The eastern part of the ciaid group is on the southerly 
extension of the ridge which reaches its culmination in Jamieson Mount 
ain. The country was burnt over some ten years ago, and vegetation on 
the boulder-covered ridge is restricted to staple, willow, alder, young 
poplar, birch and spruce, and underbrush including bracken, blueberries, 
rosas, willowherb, etc. One restricted area of cedar swamp escaped 
the fire.
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The two westerly claims largely occupy fairly high ground. 
The principal vegetation is maplo and alder, with some poplar, spruce 
and birch.

The central southerly claim is drained by a north flowing 
stream dammed back in three places by beaver- This low ground is 
covered by a spruce-poplar growth with patches of cedar and balsam*

Outcrop occupies approximately 20& of the claim group. The 
outcrop is found on the high ground flanking the central valley.

GEOLOGY

Table of Formations

Diabase

Porphyry

Rhyolite

Andesite

Description of Formations
*i

Andesite Andesite outcrops in the north and west of the property.
The rocks classified as "andesite" include several types. 

True extrusive types are represented by pillowed and amygdaloidal 
lava. In Claim P-38219, the araygdulee are concentrated near the pil 
low margins and are infilled with pink feldspar. On the large outcrop 
in the northeast of P-3G219, pyrite occurs in narrow seaas in the 
black shaley material in between pillows.

The massive andesites are of more speculative origin. In 
Claim P-30223, massive fine grained dark green andesite with accessory 
pyrite cross cuts the projected strike of interbedded rhyolite and 
pillowed andesite; the massive andesite is probably intrusive.
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The andesite outcropping in P-38218 is characterised by the 

presence of pink feldspar porphyroblasts. The rock is dark green in 

colour and weathers pink-grey. No pillow structure or other flow 

structure was recognized. An inclusion of quartz rich rock with num 

erous quartz eyes was observed in the feldspar rich andesite. The 

Inclusion is roughly oval in shape, approximately 3* x 2*6" in size, 

and elongated along the lineation of the andesite. The feldspar por- 

phyroblastr in the adjacent andesite exhibit a flow structure round 

the inclusion. Both inclusion and host are similarly jointed, the 

joints in the former brittle rock being more pronounced than in the 

andesite.

The formation of the pink albite rich andesite has been 

suggested by the writer to be due to granitisation effects on original 

andesite (report dated March 23, 1955). The inclusion described above 

may represent a localized area of slightly advanced grade of 

granitisation.

The development of carbonate rhombs in three outcrops of 

massive andesite on strike may indicate either an andesitic horizon 

of particular chemical composition, or may reflect a zone of alteration. 

The three outcrops are close to and on strike of each other.

Two outcrops of andesite were recorded in Claim P-36220 on 

the O.D.M. Map 1954-4. A thorough search failed to corroborate these 

occurrences.

Rhyolite Rhyolite is the principal rock type exposed on the claiii 

group. Large outcrops occur in Claims P-36220 and 36221, and to the 

northwest of P-36219.

The rhyolite in the east of the property differs from that 

in the west. The easterly rhyolite is massive, even and fine grained,
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generally white on weathered surface, and grey to black on fresh 
surface. The prominent structural feature is jointing, and quartz 
veins are not numerous. The westerly rhyolite is less masiive and 
often exhibits a granular, sheared, texture; veins and irregular 
segregations and stockworks of quartz are common.

The difference in the rhyolite is considered to be a contact 
metamorphic effect due to the westerly rhyolite being in closer prox 
imity to the granitic rocks exposed in the west of Godfrey Township.

Rhyolite with carbonate development was noted in proximity 
to L6N, Claiia P-38220. The carbonated rhyolite outcrops lie on the 
lineation strike. The rock is probably on or close to a line of 
movement.

Porphyry Two small outcrops in Claim P-36216 are referred to as quartz 
and feldspar porphyry. The feldspar porphyry is similar to the faid* 
spar rich andesite, except that the feldspar is white in colour in 
contrast to the pink of the andesite. The quartz porphyry is an irreg 
ular textured quartz rich rock, the quartz occurring as rounded 
segregations.

v/h ile t both these rock types may be true instrusives, it is 
also possible that they could both represent effects of the granitisa- 
tion of original andesites.
Diabase Tour north-south trending diabase dykes were mapped on or 
near the property. The rock weathers down with respect to rhyolite, 
thus accounting for the paucity of diabase outcrop.

Structure

The general structural picture of the area near Godfrey I, 
as interpreted by O.l).M. (Map 1954-4), shows roughly N-S striking 
rhyolite with an interbanded andesite horizon, with minor cross folding
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along NW trending fold axes; a synclinal axis traverses the northeast 
corner of Claim P-36219.

Strike determinations are difficult to make on Godfrey I due 
to the impression of later foliation. The raost reliable strikes are 
given by pillowed andesite in Claim P-36219 and slightly fragmental rhy 
olite in the west of P-36217. The outcrops indicate a general NW strike.

Pillow top determinations in the NK part of 36219 suggest 
that a NW trending anticlinal axis should pass through in the position 
occupied by a synclinal axis on the O.D.M. nap.

The predominant feature of the rocks is F;-W or WNW trending 
lineation. In Claim P-36223 a WNW striking fault separates strongly 
sheared andesite to the north from massive t well jointed, rhyolite to 
the south; the fault plane is marked by a 3* zone of brecciated rock 
cemented by quartz. The occurrence of carbonated rhyolite in P-S8220 
suggests a WNW or E-W trending structural feature.

The distribution of outcrops of rhyolite and andesite in 
Claims P-36216 and 36219 suggest a NW striking junction between andesite 
to west and rhyolite to east. The abrupt termination of this junction 
in the NH of P-3&219 was correlated with a cross fold in the O.D.M. map. 
However, this could be interpreted as being due to a WNW fault crossing 
P-S8217 on strike of the zone of carbonated rhyolite exposed in P-36220, 
and crossing the B20W base line at approximately ION, and crossing the 
rhyolite outcrop to the west, which is strongly sheared. Detailed map 
ping of P-38217 jaay provide more positive evidence.

The dominant joint direction in both andesite and rhyolite is 
northerly. The joints generally hade to the east. A subsidiary joint 
lies roughly at right angles to the major joint.
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The difference in the character of rhyolite in east and wast 

of tho claim group is considered to be duo to the contact metamorphic 

affect of granitic rocks exposed in tho west of Godfrey Township.

The formation of albite rich andesite in the west of the 

claim group has been considered to be related to a granitisation phen 

omena whereby andesite is converted to a quartz rich granitic rock.

Economic Geology ^ Mineralization

No noteworthy mineral occurronces are visible on the claims.
A shallow shaft w.as sunk by G. Jamieson north of the north 

east corner of P-38219; the only observed mineralization was sparse 

pyrite in black shaley rock interstitial to pillows. The rock is weakly 

sheared.

Barren white quartz veins are abundant in the rhyolite on the 
west of the claim group- Narrow quartz veins with inclusions of brec 

ciated andesite were trenched in Claim P -38223; no sulphide was observed 

in the quartz. \

Although no significont Generalization was obsorved on the 

claims, the location of the group is favourable, as it is immediately 

adjacent to the G. Jamieson Group which contains a Cu-Zn showing. The 

projected strike of the showing passes through Claim P -3821 7, at present 

under dispute.

GEOPHYSICS

A ground magnetometer survey, carried out over part of the 

claim group, revealed diabase dykes confirmed in the present investiga 

tion, and several irregular high anomalies in Claira P-3Q217.

A ground magnetometer survey is at present being completed by 

Dominion Gulf Company, Final results of the survey are not yet available.
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ATTACHMENTS

1. DGC Map - Detoiled Geology - Godfrey I - A. K. Temple - Scale 1 H - 
200',

2. DGC Sample Record Sheet.

REFERENCES

1. O. D. M. Man 1954-4 - Geology Of Godfrey Township f by N. Hogg, Scale 
l" - 1000'.

2. Hollinger Assessment raup ~ Ground Magnetometer Survey, covering 
P-36216 - 21.

DGC Report -- The Origin fi Notieucloturo of Controversial Rock Types 
in the Kara&otia District ~ A. K. T cup l e - March 23, 1955.

AKT:bh
Duplicate - Mr. Wyckoff

A. K. Temple
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To accompany interpretation Report by C.W.F., 
dated July 2 7, 1956.
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